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SUMMARY
In 2019, the Colorado Plateau Dark Sky Cooperative was pleased to receive additional financial assistance from the National
Park Service in partnership with the University of Utah. The additional funds enable the Cooperative to continue its collaborative
work, to further efforts toward becoming a self-sustaining entity, to continue support of the emerging Basin and Range Dark
Sky Cooperative, and to extend the project end date. We are pleased to welcome Danya Rumore, Research Assistant Professor
in the Department of City and Metropolitan as a new Principal Investigator and university liaison and Sophie Bellina as new
Assistant Coordinator.
In August of 2019 the Colorado Plateau Dark Sky Cooperative began supporting a new landscape-scale night sky conservation
effort in Southeastern Utah to establish an International Dark Sky Reserve. The Southeastern Utah Night Sky Reserve
celebrates Southern Utah’s unique rural character and landscapes by preserving the region’s heritage of starry night skies for
present and future generations. If successful, the Utah Reserve would be the largest in the world with over 20,000 square miles
of protected night skies. The Cooperative will continue to provide coordination and support for this transformative regional
opportunity in 2020.
In 2019 the Cooperative has completed a number of powerful new tools and resources including an interactive dark sky lighting
ordinance walkthrough, an informational video series, topic briefs for International Dark Sky Community applicants, a story
map highlighting night sky stewards throughout the Colorado Plateau, and a Google Site for the Southeastern Utah Night
Sky Reserve. The Cooperative also updated an existing dark sky assessment guide and made improvements to a GIS-based
dark sky dashboard to include the Basin and Range Cooperative boundary. In 2020, the Cooperative will continue working
towards becoming a self-sustaining entity and increasing state, community, and local stakeholder engagement throughout
the Colorado Plateau and beyond.

AUBREY LARSEN

Coordinator, Colorado Plateau Dark Sky Cooperative
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VISION
The Colorado Plateau Region is known, managed, and
promoted as one of the world’s premier locations for viewing
the natural night sky.

MISSION
The Colorado Plateau Dark Sky Cooperative is a voluntary
initiative to link tribes, government agencies, public land
managers, educational institutions, businesses, and local
communities in a collaborative effort to:
1. Celebrate the view of the cosmos
2. Minimize the impact of outdoor lighting
3. Protect and restore natural darkness to areas where
it has been degraded
4. Promote astronomy-based recreation and tourism
A Dark Sky Cooperative encourages community-based
landscape-scale approaches to dark sky conservation and
recognizes that civic engagement is the foundation for a
shared stewardship of our starry sky heritage.

The Colorado Plateau Dark Sky Cooperative invites agencies,
business, communities and individuals to become dedicated
to the conservation of quality night skies by promoting
and participating in actions and conducting educational
outreach in support of night sky visibility and natural
nocturnal environments for the enjoyment of present and
future generations.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
•
•

•

•

•
•

The view of the night sky is a precious resource and a
cultural heritage that has become rare in America.
Opportunities to experience naturally dark skies enhances
local economies through astronomy-based tourism,
extends visitor length of stay, and provides families more
activities during their vacation.
Night sky friendly outdoor lighting is more efficient,
resulting in improved visibility and safety, energy savings,
reduced costs, and elevated quality of life for residents.
Conservation will be enhanced through partnership
between communities, public land managers, and other
partners. Education, voluntary measures, and creative
approaches will be emphasized.
Dark night skies also benefit wildlife as well as help
maintain wildlife corridors and ecosystem health.
A shared vision can best protect dark skies for this and
future generations.
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ACTIVITIES BY OBJECTIVE
All reported activities were classified into one of five Cooperative objectives. In 2019, a total
of 146 activities were reported and with the exception of Tools, Guides, and Resources,
all quantitative 2019 objective goals were met. Support and technical assistance related
activities increased significantly with nearly quadrupled numbers.
In 2019, the Cooperative spent 32% of its time on coordination and network building,
23% on providing support and technical assistance, 21% on outreach and education,
14% on creating tools, guides and resources, and 10% on promotion and marketing. For a
comprehensive list of reported activities, visit https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1w
NGjeV7LF4BtIcx5WG5VQr6kMhuWvqQDBLhw4Z0CoYY/edit#gid=220837422

OBJECTIVES

32%
23% 146 REPORTED
ACTIVITIES

14%

21%

2019 percentage of time devoted to each
objective

YEARLY TOTALS

COORDINATION AND NETWORK BUILDING:

2018

2020 GOALS

2019
2019 goal

Coordinate efforts, communicate effectively, share
resources and information, and provide mutual support to
the larger network of dark sky advocates throughout the
Colorado Plateau and beyond.

10%

23

47

50

OUTREACH AND EDUCATION
Assist in the creation, promotion, facilitation, and
improvement of the public’s understanding of the benefits
and implications of night sky conservation.

31

17

35

TOOLS, GUIDES, AND RESOURCES
Support, create, and share actionable tools, guides, and
resources that support landscape scale approaches to
dark sky conservation.

20

13

15

SUPPORT AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Provide direct support and technical assistance,
where feasible, to build the knowledge and capacity of
stakeholders relative to their own dark sky conservation
goals and activities.

33

8

35

PROMOTION AND MARKETING
Help to promote night sky related activities and provide
community support for astronomy events.

3
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WEBSITE
The cpdarkskies.org website went live June of 2016 and has experienced increased traction in the form of
views, visitors, and clicks each year. In 2019, the CPDSC updated the cpdarkskies.org website to include
a more robust Tools and Resources section as well as changed the “blog” section to Spotlights which is
now a repository for monthly Guest Spotlight articles. In December of 2019 a Current Projects section was
added in order to provide information concerning current CPDSC projects and initiatives.
2020 GOAL: Refine existing content and provide quality website maintenance and updates.

VISITATION GROWTH 2016-2019
Views
Visitors

METRIC

>

2016

2017

2018

2019

VIEWS

1,957

3,127

7,515

8,760

VISITORS

412

1,509

4,481

5,078

2.07

1.68

1.73

VIEWS
VISITOR

PER 4.75

AVERAGE VIEWS PER DAY

TOP 10 SITE ENGAGEMENT

TOP 10 SPOTLIGHTS

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Home page
Year Round Constellations
Welcome page
Winter, Summer, Spring
Constellations
5. Tools & Resources
6. Maps
7. IDA Materials
8. Light Pollution
9. Our Accomplishments
10. Events

and

Autumn

Finding Peace Under Dark Skies
The 88 Constellations & Their Brightest Stars
Destination: Dark Skies
13th Annual Amazing Earthfest
The Great Basin Observatory
The Cedar Breaks National Monument Master
Astronomer Program
7. Our Ancient Ties to the Night Sky
8. Dark Skies Paonia
9. Light, Planning, and Biophilia
10. Introducing the Basin and Range Dark Sky Cooperative
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MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
The Cooperative began releasing monthly newsletters in August 2018 in order to establish regular
stakeholder and partner engagement. Newsletters are primarily used to share Guest Spotlight articles,
announcements regarding newly certified dark sky places, information on upcoming events or training
opportunities, relevant news articles, and resources and information.
2020 GOAL: Refine Newsletter content to better fit audience needs and interests and make use of
Mailchimp tags and audience segmentation tools.

August 2018 Newsletter

January 2020 Newsletter

364 recipients

561 recipients

CPDSC “Full List” open and click rates
April 2017 - Jan 2020

SOCIAL MEDIA
The Cooperative utilizes a number of social media platforms to share information and connect with
stakeholders.
2020 GOAL: Continue to grow the Cooperative’s online presence in both social and professional social
media platforms through the strategical sharing of information, news, and resources.

GROWTH IN FOLLOWERS & SUBSCRIBERS
FACEBOOK

Since August 2014
4,398 followers

4K

INSTAGRAM

Since March 2017
246 followers

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
2018

NEWSLETTER

Since July 2018
557 subscribers

LINKEDIN

Since October 2019
4 followers

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
2019
Steady growth in Facebook followers
March 2018 - Dec 2019
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DASHBOARDS AND STORYMAPS
DASHBOARDS
Dashboards offer a medium to view geographic information and track performance of key metrics. The
Colorado Plateau “Dark Sky Dashboard” tracks places that are certified International Dark Sky Places,
places that are applicants, municipalities with enacted lighting ordinances or draft lighting ordinances,
and places that have shown a general interest in night sky conservation. In 2019, the boundary for the
Basin and Range Dark Sky Cooperative was added to the map.
2020 GOALS: Revamp the Dark Sky Dashboard by updating and cleaning the data. Integrate additional
parks and places within the Basin and Range Dark Sky Cooperative, and expand the dashboard to
include International Dark Sky Places throughout the U.S.
Develop additional community lighting inventory dashboards with data provided by Brian Boulanger.

DASHBOARD INVENTORY
•
•

CPDSC Dark Sky Dashboard: A glance at dark sky preservation activity throughout the Colorado
Plateau
Helper, UT Lighting Inventory: What information is collected during a lighting inventory? Here is a
prime example from Helper, Utah.

Dark Sky Dashboard

Helper Lighting Inventory

STORYMAPS
The Cooperative utilizes Story Maps in a variety of ways including presentations, developing interactive
tools, and sharing the dark-sky narrative.
2020 GOAL: Continue to use Story Maps to share the dark-sky narrative in fun, interactive ways.

STORY MAP INVENTORY
•
•
•

Stewards of the Night: A tour of featured guest spotlights including summarized takeaways and links
to additional resources. A BRDSC specific version was also developed for the brdarkskies.org website.
Lighting Ordinance Walkthrough: A breakdown of what a lighting ordinance is, the different formats it
may take, links to example ordinances, and best practices
Protecting Dark Skies: A Story Map version of the Dark Sky Planning guide developed in 2018
7
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2019 HIGHLIGHTS
•

Showcased the CPDSC at Maps on the Hill event held at the Utah State
Capital

•

Presented as part of a panel at Amazing Earthfest in Kanab

•

Created a lighting inventory dashboard for the town of Helper, UT

•

Created CPDSC video series for Dark Skies Week

•

Intern Nick Kiahtipes attended master astronomer training in Cedar
City

•

Tabled at BLM conference event: Dark skies and paleontology

•

Presented on dark skies at Utah CDBG annual retreat

•

Created maps for Pipe Spring IDSP application

•

Wrote a letter of support for Pipe Spring IDSP application

•

Released Lighting Ordinance Walk-through Story Map resource

•

Updated Dark Sky Assessment Guide to include how to conduct a sky
quality survey

•

Shared maps to help with Bryce Canyon IDSP application

•

Developed three IDSP topics “briefs”

•

Presented on the Cooperative to the Starry Starry Night team

•

DOI agreement modification accepted and Danye Rumore accepted
position of new UofU point of contact

•

Interviewed for an article in Adventure Pro magazine

•

Established Southeastern Utah Night Sky Reserve working group

•

Tabled at ULCT annual convention

•

Presented to students at Thanksgiving Point ECO day

•

Provided a partial review for new BLM guiding document

•

Created Stewards of the Night StoryMap for presentation at IDA AGM

•

Spoke to middle schoolers about light pollution at Glendale career day

•

Wrote a letter of support for Timpanogos Cave National Monument
IDSP application

•

Presented as part of a panel at the 68th UN Civil Society Conference

•

Connected with new Save a Star Foundation and will jointly plan a
2020 Summit

•

Participated in formalization of the Utah IDA Chapter

•

Wrote a letter of support for the UofU Dark Sky Studies Minor

•

Ongoing BRDSC Support

•

Updated and reprinted the Dark Sky Planning Guide

•

Intern Sophie Bellina participated in Helper Field Trip to test out new
drone technology

Maps on the Hill 2019

Randy Stanley and Ashley Pipkin at IDA AGM in Tucson

Night skies panel at the UN Conference
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2020 PRIORITIES
2019 Task Agreement Modification Priorities:

»

 Improve dialogue and relationships with persons
and entities bordering public lands.

Other federal agencies including BLM and NPS/
RTCA

»

Various “friends” groups and other philanthropic
non profits

»

Develop relationships with tourism offices in all
four corners states.

»

Expand the lines of communication with
Governors, state natural resource offices, Fish
and Wildlife offices, water authorities, tribes,
and local communities.

 Enable stakeholder agreements to become a self
sustaining entity.
»

»

Conduct targeted focus groups to assess the
feasibility of transitioning back to the original
CPDSC vision which included the full range of
states and stakeholders along the Colorado
Plateau working together toward common goals
for preserving night skies.
Identify strategic partnerships and develop a
clear “ask” from each entity.

 Explore future organizational and funding scenarios
for the Cooperative
»

Explore opportunities for expanding support
base (especially funding and/or in-kind
support).

»

Explore the feasibility of the Cooperative
becoming a 501(c)3 organization.

»

Explore the feasibility of developing an
interstate funded cooperative among the four
Colorado Plateau states.

»

Explore the feasibiity of housing the
Cooperative within the Consortium for Dark Sky
Stuides at the University of Utah

 Continued support of the emerging Basin and Range
Dark Sky Cooperative
»

Share relevant tools, guides, and resources.

»

Provide technical support and design skills for
BRDSC resources such “Member Spotlights”
and Story Maps.

»

Partner on resource development such
as a guide on how to establish a Dark Sky
Cooperative.

»

Include certified IDSPs throughout the BRDSC
on the Dark Sky Dashboard.

 Provide support to broader night sky preservation
work at the national level.
»

Support the development and maintenance of a
national “dark sky dashboard”

 Explore new partnerships that would leverage and
enhance the work of the Cooperative
»

University partners

»

The American Planning Association

»

The National Institute for Health

»

The Illuminating Engineering Society

»

The San Luis Valley Great Outdoors

»

Various private sector entities
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